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BOOK REVIEWS

Steven Nadler: Occasionalism: Causation Among the Cartesians. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2011, pp. 256. £35.00 (hb.). ISBN 978-0-19-
825008-1.

As popular as Descartes’s mechanistic physics was in the seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries, it left numerous heads scratching with respect to
how to explain cause and effect given its claim that (depending on one’s
interpretation) one or both of the natural substances – matter and perhaps
minds – lack any causal efficacy. A moving billiard ball does not transfer its
motion to another in its path, and when I stub my toe on a chair leg the pain I
experience originates from neither the chair nor my equally physical body.
One of the early modern period’s more interesting and philosophically
stimulating means of stitching together so-called causes with their effects is
found in the doctrine of occasionalism: God alone possesses true causal
efficacy, and events in the world stand only as occasions for God to bring
about some change. Thus the collision of the first billiard ball with the second
serves as an occasion for God to put the second into motion, and the collision
of chair and toe (along with activity of the animal spirits and brain traces)
serves as an occasion for God to produce a painful sensation in my mind.

In his excellent new Occasionalism, Steven Nadler presents a collection of
essays spanning more than a decade of careful research into this fascinating
theory of causation. Despite their diverse ages and sources, the ten essays
(with new postscripts provided for two chapters) are unified in their aim to
dispel the myth, propagated by less careful readers of the Cartesians, that
occasionalism was merely ‘an ad hoc attempt by Cartesian philosophers’ to
plug the gap between mind and body (2). In fact the motivations behind the
occasionalists’ claims are much broader than the correlation of the two
substances, even if the latter was a convenient outcome of the theory.
Indeed, a fully fledged occasionalist would claim that any instance of cause
and effect is problematic. The mind–body problem is of no greater interest
or significance than is the case of colliding billiard balls: in both cases there
is no necessary connection between cause and effect. In fact grumpy old
Arnauld, such a fierce critic of fully fledged occasionalists Malebranche and
Cordemoy, is exposed by Nadler as ‘the only Cartesian both to recognize
[Descartes’s mind–body problem] and to use occasionalism to resolve it’ (89,
original emphasis).

Perhaps Nadler’s biggest strike against the myth is that what it proposes is
historically inaccurate: occasionalism did not appear as an ad hoc response
to the mysteries of Cartesian mechanism; rather it had begun to take shape
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well beforehand. Thus it is not only the card-carrying, Cartesian
occasionalists such as Malebranche, Cordemoy, and Geulincx who play
starring roles in this volume, but also numerous medieval European and
Arabic philosophers to whom Nadler traces some of the doctrine’s roots,
along with partial or proto-occasionalists such as Descartes and La Forge.
In chapter 4 Nadler points out that Malebranche’s arguments ‘against
necessary connection in nature’ are ‘all there in al-Ghazali’ (84), the Islamic
theologian of the eleventh century whom Nadler is happy to label a proto-
occasionalist (87). That is not to say, however, that occasionalism in its
strongest form emerged prior to Cartesian mechanism. In chapter 9 Nadler
explains that al-Ghazali’s goal is to criticize Aristotelian philosophy
‘without necessarily replacing it with any philosophical system of his own’
(167), whereas Malebranche complements his utilization of Ghazalian
elements with a rich account of God’s role as primary cause. Yet the
question here is not whether occasionalism predates Cartesian mechanism,
but whether it is a response to the mind–body problem of Cartesian dualism.
The answer, so backed up by Nadler’s careful historical tracking, is that
occasionalism is certainly not ‘a retreat to a deus ex machina to save the
Cartesian philosophy from its own problems’ (3).

Nadler also does a good job of distinguishing occasionalism proper from
other theories with which it shares features but differs nevertheless. One such
theory is ‘occasional causation’. In chapter 2 Nadler expresses occasional
causation by the maxim, ‘A occasions B to cause e’ (33). Upon stubbing my
toe, the violent impression on my nerves/animal spirits/brain traces (A)
provides occasion for my mind (B) to produce a sensation of pain (e) within
itself (bearing in mind that, in Cartesian terminology, a sensation is a mode of
the mind). This doctrine of occasional causation is distinguished from
occasionalism in that the former requires that B (my mind) have some causal
efficacy in order to bring about e (the sensation of pain), whereas the latter
theory states that B cannot be the immediate or efficient cause of e; that is
God’s job alone. According to occasional causation, God’s role is restricted to
determining the kinds of circumstances (i.e. the occasions) in which two quite
different objects (A and B) have causal relationships with one another (43).
Nadler attributes this occasional causation to Descartes: ‘Deus ex machina?
Yes. Occasionalism? No’ (44). He attributes to La Forge a similar view of
body-mind causation: ‘Deus ex machina? Yes. Occasionalism? No’ (116).
However, Nadler does interpret La Forge as subscribing to a restricted variety
of occasionalism, its application limited to body–body causal relationships. So
while Descartes ‘may avail himself of a number of distinctions that would
allow him to escape an occasionalist dénouement’ (129), La Forge is branded a
partial occasionalist. (Like La Forge, Arnauld is painted as a partial
occasionalist, but in contrast with La Forge’s body–body occasionalism,
Arnauld restricts his to mind–body relationships: see chapter 5).

Occasionalism might then be perceived as a progression of Cartesian
theories. It is La Forge’s argument for body–body occasionalism that
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‘makes possible the occasionalism of Malebranche’ (141), probably the most
famous — and most thoroughgoing — of the occasionalists. Malebranche
offers the complete package of occasionalism to account for cause and effect
tout court, regardless of the substance(s) considered. Nadler details
Malebranche’s theory in chapter 3 and in a supplementary postscript. On
the ‘traditional’ reading of Malebranche’s occasionalism, God is ‘person-
ally, directly, and immediately’ involved in bringing about effects from
causes, all the while adhering to predetermined, general laws (49). But
Nadler claims that ‘there is something funny’ about how Malebranche’s
occasionalism has been interpreted by Malebranche’s contemporaries and
more recent scholars alike (48–9). Guilty parties include Arnauld (50–7),
Charles McCracken (57–8), Nicholas Jolley (58–9, 66–8), and Desmond
Clarke (59, 68–72), all of whom ‘fall into the same trap’ (59). Arnauld et al.
read Malebranche as saying that God constantly and consistently acts by
‘general volitions’, in accordance with general laws that are in essence no
different to ‘universal decrees’ (56). This poses problems for both
Malebranche’s theology and his philosophy, since on such a picture God
is ‘callously unconcerned with particular events and objects’ (56). However,
on Nadler’s finely detailed, alternative reading, the general laws are ‘carried
out by God through particularized volitions’ (67). General volitions,
therefore, are to be read as individual volitions with ‘particular contents
but lawlike regularity’; the laws themselves ‘play an explanatory role’ by
virtue of their being realized in God’s volitions (67–8). Arnauld et al. are not
wrong in reading Malebranche as relying on God’s general volitions; where
they err is in their interpretation of what Malebranche means by ‘general
volitions’ (61). Malebranche’s thoroughbred occasionalism is thus diverted
from the carrels of both Leibnizian pre-established harmony and infinite
ad hoc volitions on God’s part.

After having laid down the history of the development of occasionalism,
Nadler offers two final chapters that serve to show us where the doctrine has
led. Chapter 9 revisits the Medieval roots of occasionalism – namely the
rejection of ‘causal dogmatism’ (167) – which would ultimately be adopted
by Hume, albeit with a significant twist of scepticism. While al-Ghazali and
Malebranche claim that causally necessary – and therefore logically
necessary – connections hold only between God’s volitions and their
worldly consequences, Hume (and Nicholas of Autrecourt) simply deny that
human minds possess ‘demonstrative knowledge of natural causality’ (182).

Another consequence of occasionalism as a doctrine of causation regards
the demanding role played by God. Chapter 10 sees Nadler exploring the
similarities between Malebranche’s and Leibniz’s theodicies. Within these
two accounts can be found, according to Nadler, ‘crucial similarities’
regarding God’s modus operandi in the world (191). Malebranche’s God has
created and sustains the world by means that ‘are of maximum simplicity,
uniformity, fecundity, and universality’ (192). Meanwhile, Leibniz’s God
has created the world containing ‘the greatest amount of possibility’ yet
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governed by maximally simple laws (194). Again Nadler turns to Arnauld’s
critical reading of Malebranche to illuminate the finer details of the latter’s
arguments. With those details in hand Nadler applies the same treatment to
Leibniz’s theory, concluding that the various differences between Male-
branche’s and Leibniz’s theodicies are ‘outweighed’ by the similarities he
identifies (207).

Occasionalism as a whole offers a thoroughly detailed and complete
history of the development and status of occasionalism. It will no doubt
prove a compelling read for anybody interested in theories of causation,
even if occasionalism struggles to find sympathizers amongst contemporary
theorists. Those interested in early modern philosophy or even the history of
philosophy in general would also do well to read this book. The essays
therein, however, are not intended for an audience entirely unacquainted
with theories of causation or early modern philosophy: Nadler’s work
deserves to be paid just as much careful attention as he has paid to his
sources.

Jordan Taylor
Macquarie University

ª 2012, Jordan Taylor
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09608788.2012.686985

P. Loeb: The Death of Nietzsche’s Zarathustra. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2010, pp. xiiþ260. £50.00 (hb.). ISBN 978-0-521-51923-6.

Paul Loeb’s The Death of Nietzsche’s Zarathustra offers a convincing case
for the centrality of Thus Spoke Zarathustra (TSZ) in Nietzsche’s
philosophy and gives a radical re-interpretation of this most perplexing of
Nietzsche’s works. Loeb’s book is challenging but clearly written and
exemplary in its scholarship; it engages with an array of secondary
literature, draws on Nietzsche’s Nachlass, and gives detailed and often
illuminating accounts of the many sources to which the language and
symbols in TSZ allude. Loeb considers, in particular, Nietzsche’s references
to Wagner’s Ring of the Nibelung, the book of Genesis, and Plato’s Phaedo.

The central thesis of Loeb’s book is that Zarathustra is able to overcome
his most abysmal thought, which is the eternal recurrence of the small
human (Z III, The Convalenscent 2), because of his discovery of eternal
recurrence and his accompanying ‘discovery and exercise of his ability to
will backwards in time’ (175), in the sense of actually affecting his past. This
does not imply that Zarathustra can change the undesirable aspects of the
past, but that he is ‘able to reconcile himself with these aspects because he
sees that his past is partly a result of his present and future willing.’ (186)
This allows the older Zarathustra to ‘exert a deliberate influence upon his
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